
Voice shopping sales, through Alexa
and other devices, are rising

LG Electronics USA Vice President of Marketing David VanderWaal (left) and Amazon Vice President of Alexa, Echo and

Appstore Mike George display the LG Smart InstaView Door-in-Door refrigerator during a LG press event for CES 2017 at the

Mandalay Bay Convention Center on January 4, 2017, in Las Vegas, Nevada. Photo by: David Becker/Getty Images 

Did you know that you can buy items without going to a store? How about without getting on a

computer? People are shopping in newer ways than they used to shop. People are not going into

stores as much to buy things, they just go on the internet. Soon, more people will start buying

things through voice-enabled home devices. These devices listen to and follow voice

commands. Soon more shoppers will ask Amazon's Alexa, and other voice-enabled speakers, to

order just about everything. 
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A company called OC&C Strategy Consultants did a new study about voice-enabled home

devices. They are also called virtual assistants. The study predicts that purchases made through

devices like Google Home and Amazon's Echo will jump up by 2022. U.S. customers will get

more comfortable with home speakers. Then, the devices will become nearly as common in

homes as a flat-screen TV.

John Franklin works for the company that did the study. The company studied 1,500 smart

speaker owners in December. Franklin thinks these devices are the next big change in shopping. 

Tech Giants Compete For Smart Speaker Business

Many tech giants want to make smart speakers. Amazon and its digital helper Alexa are the most

popular, but Google Home is second in popularity. Apple began shipping its Siri HomePod smart

speaker in February. Microsoft's "Cortana" is also part of the mix.

These devices can turn up the temperature and even tell jokes, but they can do a lot more. These

products can be connected to each other and work together as part of a "smart home." Some of

these connected devices include bathroom mirrors, door locks and TVs. You could tell Google

Home, for example, to play a YouTube video on the TV connected to Microsoft's Cortana. And

you won't have to search for the video on a remote. You don't even have to be in the same room

as the TV. More people are buying these devices. 

Almost 2 out of 3 people who have a smart speaker have used it to buy groceries or other items,

according to the study. The report says that almost 1 out of 2 people will have a virtual assistant

by 2020. That is an increase from the 1 in 8 people, who currently have one.

Franklin says the number of devices has grown. He thinks that people will keep spending more

money in orders through the speaker.

Amazon Has The Most Popular Device

Amazon first changed how people shop when it led readers away from traditional bookstores.

Amazon then became a popular place for many shoppers to buy all kinds of items. Now, Amazon

has the most popular smart speaker as well.

Franklin says that Amazon is getting more people to buy their speaker. More people are also

using Amazon to find things to buy instead of Google. 

Google is pushing back, though. It has been joining up with stores including Whole Foods, Costco

and Walmart. The stores sell their products through Google's shopping and delivery service

Google Express.
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Voice Shopping Has Limitations

Still, not everyone will start voice shopping right away.

Now, it can be difficult to compare prices when ordering over the speaker. People cannot see if

there are cheaper items they can buy. Also, customers often have to use specific wording like

"OK Google'' when they want to buy an item. 

For stores, the study found that people still spend more money online than through their voice-

enabled devices. Shoppers are more likely to buy cheaper items on their voice devices. Shoppers

usually do not buy expensive items in voice orders.

Then, there's the matter of trust. Many people who do not use the voice-enabled devices do not

think that the device will buy the best products for them. Shoppers want to know that they are

buying the best products, and they cannot see the ratings when they order on the voice speaker. 

Most people who do shop with voice say they have confidence that the speaker will buy the best

item for them. This shows that once people try the new way of buying goods and services, they

like it.

Franklin says that those numbers are proof that voice purchases will only get more popular. He

believes that these voice devices will change how people shop in the next few years.
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